
Term Description 

Near Shore Freezing 

sikuvaliajuq when the ice is just starting to form (harden) 

qinnu early stage of ice formation, slush 

ilaupalia process of ilu forming 

ilu early freezing in the low tide area 

kuiviniq ice frozen over rocks along the shore 

qaikut ice recently frozen to the ground 

sikurtusijuq ice that has formed just past the low tide area 

sijja ice that forms along the edge of land (usually 

rough from tidal variations) 

Open Water Freezing 

qaikuin chunks of ice that form in open water, after 

qinnu 

qalligirtuq sea ice being pushed together (by winds or 

currents) into overlapping formations 

sikuliaq newly formed, smooth ice in open water 

Sea ice Thickening 

sikuaqtuq the process of sikuaq forming 

sikuaq the first thin layer of frozen ice 

millutsiniq a slushy patch on the ice caused by snowfall on 

thin ice 

sallivaliajuq ice thinning due to rain, wind, or snowfall  

qamittu ice with a little bit of water on it 

nigajutaq an area of sea ice that freezes later than others 

qangutaituq process of qanguti forming 

qanguti ice with crystal-like snow formation on top 

sikuqaq ice that is a few weeks old, covering inlets 

sikujuq ice that is travelable 
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!ea ice processes and condi"ons according # Inuit experts in Cape Dorset, Nunavu$
Gita Laidler1 and Pootoogoo Elee2

Strong Hudson Strait currents prevent extensive ice formation around Cape Dorset, Nunavut, and yet sea ice remains an important travel and hunting platform for the community. Through extensive travel on, and use of, the sea ice elders
and hunters in Cape Dorset have developed detailed and sophisticated descriptions of sea ice processes and conditions based on experiential learning.  Collaborative research with these local experts was undertaken to learn about sea ice
from Inuit perspectives, as the specifics of local characterizations and uses are not well understood by the scientific community. Over four separate field seasons (coinciding with different stages of sea ice formation/decay between April,
2004 and May, 2005), 30 semi-directed interviews, 5 sea ice trips, and 2 focus groups were conducted to document the sea ice conditions, Inuktitut terminology, and descriptions shown in this poster.  This conceptual model of seasonal

freeze/thaw sequences was created to demonstrate the interactions between local sea ice conditions, as well as to highlight links with scientific sea ice terminology (where possible). By learning about Inuit conceptions of sea ice we gain
insights into Inuit knowledge, locally important ice conditions, and cross-cultural communication.  Over the next few years we aim to expand, and improve upon, these results as part of the International Polar Year (IPY) Inuit Sea Ice Use
and Occupancy Project (http://gcrc.carleton.ca/isiuop) “Mapping Inuit Sea Ice Knowledge and Use.”  We welcome ongoing community feedback and new contributors in this effort.
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Term Description 

Landfast Ice 

kuvvilukajuq ice that will not break off and is safe for trave l  

s iku  general term for solid sea ice 

tuvaq  solid ice that is attached to the land  

tuvatuqaq after snow has accumulated on tuvaq (old tuvaq) 

Floe Edge 

sinaaq  floe edge, delineation between tuvaq and open 

water  

uiguaq  new ice that forms at the floe edge  

uqaq  process of ice breaking off at the floe edge  

uqaqtuq  when uqaq is occurring 

uqaku t i  ice that has broken off the floe edge (uqaq), and 

is now free floating 

 

Term Description 

Cracks 

nagguti a crack that forms in the winter and re-freeze s  

qullupiarniq  a crack in the ice that opens, freezes, and then 

re-opens (creates a peaked formation) 

ajuraq  tidal crack that does not re-freeze, open water 

remains within it 

ikiqtusi juq  a crack that is widening 

nipittupaliajuq a crack that you have to jump over to cross  

ikiqtuq  a widening crack that would require a boat to 

cross  
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Term Description 

Snowmelt 

aukajuq general term for early indications of melting 

aukaaniq  patches of sea ice that melt/open up earlier 

than other are a s  

millutsiniq  a slushy patch on the ice caused by snowfall 

on thin ice 

uqurusirtuq the process of snowfall contributing to spring 

ice melt (acts like insulation and allows 

melting from below) 

aputlariq when snowfall, or snowmelt, contributes to ice 

melt in the spring 

qinningijuq  soft wet snow on top of solid i c e  

manguqtuq general process indicating the onset of sea ice 

melt, comprising aputlariq and qinningijuq 

sallivaliajuq  ice thinning due to the influences of rain, wind, 

or snowfall  

Water accumulation and drainage 

immatuqtuq process of meltwater formation  

qugini i t  like little creeks on top of the ice 

immatinniit melt puddles on the ice 

qalluit holes formed in the ice by sunken seaweed or 

other debris on the ice  

qillait melt holes 

Break-up 

qangitarniq when the ice has popped up from the bottom 

and is floating 

pattituq when there is no more ice along the tidal zo n e  

sijjaviniq used to be sijja 

matsaaq  when water drains through the i c e  

ajuqpaliajuq  ice breaking off where the cracks are widest  

aukaaq  when the ice is breaking up/off in the spring 

siggia  when the ice is breaking u p  

qullupiaqtuq ice colliding and being pushed on top of other 

i c e  

sikuvin i q  used to be siku (now free-floating)  

tuvaviniq used to be tuvaq (now free-floating)  
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